Abstract. Masaccio is a formal model for hybrid dynamical systems which are built from atomic discrete components (di erence equations) and atomic continuous components (di erential equations) by parallel and serial composition, arbitrarily nested. Each system component consists of an interface, which determines the possible ways of using the component, and a set of executions, which de ne the possible behaviors of the component in real time.
on the compact interval 0; ] R. The real is called the duration of the ow, the observation f(0) is the source, and the observation f( ) is the sink. A step of A is either a jump or a ow of A. The step w is successive to the step v if the sink of v is equal to the source of w. An execution of A is either a pair (a; w) or a triple (a; w; b), where a; b 2 L intf A are interface locations and w = w 0 w n is a nonempty, nite sequence of steps of A such that every step w i , for 1 i n, is successive to the immediately preceding step w i?1 . The location a is called the origin of the execution, the sequence w is the trace, and the location b (when present) is the destination. If A is a discrete component, then all traces of A consist of jumps only; the traces of hybrid components contain also ows. We write E A for the set of executions of the component A. We require that E A is pre x-closed, deadlock-free, and input-permissive. Pre x closure ensures that the executions of a component can be generated operationally in a stepwise manner. The set E A of executions is pre x-closed if the following four conditions are satis ed:
1. If (a; w; b) 2 E A , then (a; w) 2 E A .
2. If (a; w 0 w n ) 2 E A for n 1, then (a; w 0 w n?1 ) 2 E A .
3. If (a; w ( ; f)) 2 E A for a ow ( ; f), then (a; w ("; f)) 2 E A for all reals " 2 (0; ). 4. If (a; (p; q)) 2 E A for a jump (p; q), then the entry condition ' en A (a) is true at (p; q 0 ). has type E, then we write x! for x 0 := :x (to issue an event x), and x? for x 0 6 = x (to query the presence of an event x). Instead of using jump and ow predicates, we annotate jump and ow actions with guarded commands, because they allow us to omit specifying that a variable is left unchanged. Speci cally, by default, an omitted guard is true, an omitted list of assignments is empty, the default jump assignment is x 0 := x, and the default ow assignment is _ x := 0. The component RailCrossing has three real outputs, the distance x of the train from the crossing, and the positions y 1 and y 2 of the two gates. The boolean input obstacle indicates whether or not the driver of the train sees an obstacle on the crossing, in which case she will try to stop the train. The component RailCrossing is the parallel composition of three subcomponents, the train Train, the gate mechanics Gate, and the gate controller Control. We will look only into the component Train, which communicates with the gate controller via the output events approach and leave, and the input events stop and go (for example, if the gate fails, the gate controller may signal the train to stop). The component Train is the serial composition of four subcomponents: the component Far controls the speed _ x of the train when it is more than 1000 meters from the gate; an unnamed component issues the event approach when the train is at 1000 meters from the gate; the component Near controls the speed _ x of the train when it is between 1000 and ?100 meters from the gate; and an unnamed component issues the event leave when the train is at ?100 meters from the gate. The component Far holds the speed of the train between 40 and 50 meters per second. The component Near is the parallel composition of three subcomponents, Radio, Brake, and Engine. The component Radio translates stop and go events received from the gate controller into a boolean output remote, which causes the train to brake. The component Brake is an OR gate which computes the boolean disjunction brake of the two brake signals remote and local, where the latter is issued by the driver when she sees an obstacle. The component Engine controls the acceleration _ dx = x of the train. It does so by switching between the component Drive, which accelerates the train to 50 meters per second, and the component Halt, which causes the train to stop. The switching between Drive and Halt is controlled by the boolean input brake, and occurs through the locations slowdown and speedup. No matter whether the train is accelerating or braking, as soon as it is 100 meters past the gate, the component Near relinquishes control. languages such as Esterel BG88] and Signal BlGJ91]; many ideas for structuring serial composition are inspired by the work of Rajeev Alur and Radu Grosu AG00]; the formalization of hybrid executions using the dichotomy between jumps and ows is due to the research around Hybrid Automata MMP92, ACH + 95, AH97b]. Mixed discrete-continuous dynamics have been previously combined with both synchronous AH97a] and semisynchronous LSVW96] concurrency models; these settings, however, do not support the nesting of concurrency and sequencing. Related hybrid languages, which focus on simulation rather than mathematical semantics, include Shift DGV96] 
